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[57] ABSTRACT 

A ?exible casing of electrical insulating material, hav 
ing spaced top and bottom walls and a peripheral wall 
enclosing a pair of spaced apart electrical conductor 
plates. An elongated spacer strip of ‘?exible resilient 
electrical conducting material is disposed between the 
conductor plates, the strip being secured along a lon 
gitudinally extended transversely central portion to 
‘one of the conductor plates, but insulated therefrom, 
by a band of insulating material. The strip includes a 
pair of longitudinally extending flanges at opposite 
edges of the strip, the flanges diverging toward the op 
posite conductor plate, the outer edge portions of the 
?anges ‘engaging the other conductor plate. Down 
ward movement of the top- wall and top conductor 
plate bends one or more of the ?anges, so that the 
?anges engage both conductor plates to close an elec 
trical circuit. ' I . ~ ' 

, - '. 6 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures‘ 





‘MAT swrrcu , 

BACKGROUND OF'TI-IE INVENTION 
This invention relates to electrical switching devices, 

and, more particularly to a switch embedded or'con 
tained within a mat or other device which, when per 
sons or vehicles tread or otherwise move thereon, an 
electric circuit is completed through the switch. Such 
switches are used in parking places to energize ticket 
dispensers, and" at' stores or other establishments for 

_ controlling door ‘operating mechanisms. 
j Many attempts have been made‘ heretofore to pro 
vide a pressure operated strip or mat switch which will 
withstand heavy 'usage,'extremes in temperature condi 
tions and entry‘ of moisture and other foreign material 
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with varying degree of success; Some have been costly _ 
to produce and others haveexperienced early failure 
due to one‘ or more of the above-mentioned causes. 

SUMMARY" or THE INVENTION ' 1 
5 An important object of this invention is the‘ provision 

of a switch which is relatively'simple and inexpensive 
to produce and which is highly efficient in operation. 

Another object of this invention is the provision of a 
switch which isrugged in construction, long-wearing in 
,use, and imperviousjto varying.v weather and environ 
mental conditions. ' ' . , I 

To the above endsfl provide a mat switch which 
comprises, a casing of rubber-like insulating material 
and having a bottom wall, a flexible top wall upwardly 
spaced'from thebottom wall, and a peripheral wall 
joining the top and bottom walls at their marginal 
edges. A pair of vertically spaced upper and lower con 
ductor platesare disposed in face-to-face contact with 
the opposed inner surfacesof the top and bottom walls’ 
respectively, and are adapted'to be connected to por 
tions of an electrical circuit. In one embodiment of the 
invention, a plurality of connector strips of electrical 
conductor material are disposed inv laterally spaced par 

_ allel relationship between the conductor plates laterally 
inwardly of the peripheral wall of the casing. Each con 
nector strip hasfan elongated transversely intermediate ' 
portion that ismounted on one of the conductor plates 

' by a band of electrical insulating material disposed be 
tween the intermediate portion and the ‘one conductor 
plate; the condu'ctor'strip being formed at the opposite 
edges of the intermediate portion to provide longitudi- 
nally extending ‘?anges that diverge toward the oppo 
site conductor plate. Each of the ?anges has an outer 
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2 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken on 

the line2-2 of FIG. 1; - ‘ > ' ‘ 

FIG. 3 is a view corresponding to FIG. 2 but showing 
a switch closed position of some of the‘parts; and 
1 FIG. 4 is a still further enlarged fragmentary section 
corresponding generally to a portion of FIG. 2, showing 
electrical conductors connected to the conductor 
plates of this invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

In the embodiment of the invention illustrated, a‘ mat, 
indicated generally at 1, is shown as comprising a bot 
tom wall 2, a top wall 3, and a peripheral wall 4 joining 
the bottom and top walls 2 ‘and 3 at their marginal 
edges‘and disposing the top wall 3 in overlyingspaced 
generally parallel relationship to the bottom wall 2. Al 
though the mat 1 may be of any desired outline, it may 
be assumed that the same is generally rectangular for 
the purpose of the present example. Preferably, the'mat 
l is made from ?exible electrical insulating material, 
such "as rubber or synthetic plastic material having elec 
trical insulating qualities, the top, bottom and periph 
eral walls being bonded-together provide a unitary wall 
structure'and to seal the interior of the mat against 
entry of foreign vmaterial. Upper and lower conductor 
plates Sand 6 respectively are disposed in face-to-face 
engagement with the inner surfaces of the top wall¢3 
and bottom wall 2 respectively and are maintained in 
spaced apart relationship at'their marginal edge por 
tions by‘a'marginal spacer strip 7 of suitable electrical 
insulating material. Preferably, the conductor plates 5 
and 6 are of relatively thin ?exible'sheet metal such as 
copper, bronze or other metal having good electrical 
conductivity. As shown fragmentarily in FIG. 4, con 
ductor wires 8 and 9 are suitably secured to the con 
ductor‘ plates 5 and 6 respectively, and may be assumed 
to extend outwardly of the mat 1 to other portions of 
a control circuit for whatever mechanism is to be con 
trolled by the switch of this invention. It will be appre 
ciated that the conductors 8 and 9 are covered with 

7 suitable‘ insulation outwardly'of their connection to 
- their. respective conductor plates,,and that a sealed 
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edge portion that engages the opposite conductor plate _ 
,to yieldingly hold. the conductor plates in spaced apart 
relationship. The outer edge.‘ portion of each ?ange. is 
preferably of double strip material'thickness, being 

' formed by folding the outer edge portions of the strip 
backwardly "uponthemselves. When downward move 
nient is imparted to the top casing wall, at least one of 
the ?anges is bent sothat it engages both the upper and 
lower conductor plates and closes a circuit through the 
plates; ._ " 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS , 
‘FIG. 1 is a'fragmentary view in perspective of a mat 

. switch _produced,in accordance with this invention, 
away and some parts being some parts, being broken 

shown in section. 

connection, not shown, therebetween and the mat wall 
structure is‘effected in theusual manner so as to seal 
the interior of the mat 1 against entry of foreign matter 
into the mat at the points where the conductors 8 and ' 
9 pass through the mat wall structure. - 
For the purpose of normally supporting the upper 

conductor plate 5 in upwardly spaced relation to the 
lower conductor plate 6 laterallyinwardly of the mar 
ginal edge of the mat, and for effecting a connection 

, between the conductor plates 5 and 6 when predeter 
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mined downward movement is imparted to the top wall 
3, I provide a plurality of elongated switch members in 

- dicated generally at' 10 disposed in laterally spaced par 
allel relationship laterally inwardly of the ' marginal 
spacer strip 7. The switch members 10 are substantially 
identical in structure, each‘thereof including an' elon 
gated strip of ?exible resilient electrical conductor ma 
terial such as bronze or other metal having similar char~ 
acteristics, each strip being indicated generally at 11. , 
In the embodiment illustrated, each connector strip 11 
is of cross~sectionally inverted generally U-shape, hav 
ing a generally ?at transversely central elongated inter 
mediate portion’ 12 and a pair of ?anges 13 that diverge 
downwardly toward the lower conductor member 6. 



3 
The outer longitudinal edges of the ?anges 13 are 

bent or folded backwardly into overlying engagement 
with the ?anges 13, as indicated at 14, to provide longi 
tudinal edge portions 15 that engage the top surface of 
the lower conductor plate 6. Each of the connector 
strips lljis secured to the under surface of the conduc 
tor plate 5 by means of a respective one of aplurality 
of bands 16 of insulating material that are suitably 
bondedor adhered to the upper conductor plate 5 and 
'to the intermediate portion 12 of each connector strip 
11. - . ' 

When downward movement'is imparted to the upper 
conductor‘ plate 5, such as would be caused by a person 
stepping upon an overlying portion of the top mat wall 
3, an underlying portion of one or more of the ?anges 
13 will bend or ?ex to the extent that the back-folded 
portion 14 of the ?ange 13 will make contact with the 
upper conductor plate 5, while the edge portion 15 
continues to engage the lower conductor plate 6, 
whereby to establish an electrical connection between 
the conductor'plates 5 and 6, as shown in FIG. 3. Then, 
as soon as weight of a person or other given object is 
removed from the top wall 3 of the mat l, the resilience 
of the ?exed ?ange 13 will cause the same to assume 
its normal shape shown in FIGS. 2 and 4 to break the 
connection between the conductor plates 5 and 6. 
Should downward pressure be applied to an' area in 

termediate a pair of ‘switch members 10, the upper con 
ductor plate-5 will ?ex sufficiently to ‘make contact di 
rectly with the lower conductor plate 6. At the same 

. time, depending upon the area over which downward 
pressure is applied, one or more of the adjacent ?anges 
13 will also ?ex to a point wherein the circuit is closed 
between the plates’ 5 and 6 either directly or by means 
of a switch member. 10 or both. The resilience of the 
plate 5, as well as that of the adjacent switch member 
or members 10, will cause the upper plate 5 to move 
upwardly out of engagement with the lower conductor 
plate 6 as soon as downward pressure against the upper 
conductor plate is removed. 
While I have shown and described a mat having a plu 

rality of connector strips 11 therein, it will be under 
stood that mats can be made having various shapes and 
dimensions and that this invention contemplates a mat 
of-suchwidth as to require but a single switch member 
10. Such a switch construction is particularly adapted 
for operation by vehicles running thereover, to control 
various types of electrical circuits such} as for counting 
devices, parking token dispensing apparatus, and oth 
ers. ’ ‘ 

By providing switch members having the construc 
tion disclosed, the mat switch of this invention may be 

' subject to loads highly in excess of normal loads with 
out causing the material of the switch members to be 
bent beyond its elastic limit, whereby the active life of 

~ the mat switch of this invenion is substantially greater 
than prior switches of. the same general type. 
While I have ‘shown and described a commercial 

form of mat switch, it will be understood that the same 
is capable of modi?cation without departure from the 
spirit and scope of the invention, as de?ned in the 
claims._ - 

What is claimed is( 
1. A mat switch comprising: 
a. a casing of electrical insulating material and in 
cluding a bottom wall, a ?exible top wall disposed 
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4 
in overlying spaced generally parallel relationship 
to said bottom wall, and a peripheral wall joining 
said top and bottom walls at their marginal edges, 
said top and bottom walls having opposed inner 
surfaces in spaced apart relationship; 

b. vertically spaced upper and lower conductor plates 
disposed in face-to-face engagement with the op 
posed inner surfaces of said top and bottom walls 
respectively; - 

c. and spacer means between said conductor plates 
inwardly spaced from said peripheral wall and in 
cluding: 
1. an elongated connector strip of ?exible resilient 
electrical conductor material formed to provide 
a generally ?at transversely intermediate portion 
and a pair of longitudinal ?anges disposed at ob 
lique angles to said intermediate portion, 

2. a band of electrical insulating material inter 
posed between said intermediate strip portion 
and one of said conductor plates and adhered to 
said strip portion and said one of the conductor 
plates to insulate said strip portion from said one 
of the conductor plates, 

3. said ?anges diverging toward the other of said 
conductor plates and having outer longitudinal 
edge portions in engagement with said other con 
ductor plate to yieldingly hold said conductor 

' plates in spaced apart relationship, 
4. said strip being bent responsive to predeter 
mined downward movement applied to said top 
wall and upper conductor plate to move at least 
one of said ?anges into electrical conducting en 
gagement with both of said conductor plates. 

2. The mat switch de?ned in claim 1 in which said 
?anges have portions folded backwardly upon them 
selves on longitudinal lines to provide said outer edge 
portions with a double material thickness. 

3. The mat switch de?ned in claim 1 in which said 
band of insulating material is secured to said upper 
conductor plate, said ?anges diverging downwardly 
from said band, said outer longitudinal edge portions of 
the ?anges engaging said lower conductor plate. 

4., Themat switch de?ned in claim 3 in which said 
band of insulating material has a thickness at least 
equal to that of the material of said strip, said ?anges 
having portions folded backwardly into overlying en 
gagement with their respective ?anges to provide said 
outer longitudinal edge portions with a double thick 
ness. 

5. The mat switch de?ned in claim 1 in which said 
spacer means ‘includes a plurality of said elongated 
strips of ?exible resilient electrical conductor material 
disposed in laterally spaced parallel relationship, and a 
plurality of said bands of electrical insulating material 
one for each of said strips, said bands being secured to 
said upper conductor plate, the flanges of each strip di 
verging downwardly toward said lower conductor 
plate. 

6. The mat switch de?ned in claim 5 in which each 
of said bands of insulating material has a thickness at 
least equal to that of the material of its respective strip, 
said ?anges having portions folded backwardly into 
overlying engagement with their respective ?anges to 
provide said outer longitudinal edge portions with a 
double thickness. 

* * * * * 


